CASE Announces Enhancements to N Series Backhoe Loader Line
Legacy backhoe loader line gains round of enhancements to hydraulic and electrical systems, drivetrain,
serviceability and more.
Racine, Wis., December 11, 2017
CASE Construction Equipment has introduced several machine enhancements to its N Series backhoe
loaders incorporated throughout the machine—from cab and drivetrain improvements to enhancements
to the hydraulic and electrical systems. CASE has also made standard several options that were
previously optional, and now offers an increased suite of factory options on all N Series backhoe loaders.
CASE N Series backhoe loaders now feature an all-new Pilot Control hydraulic system for optimal
precision and smoothness, offering the operator more control in critical applications. Improvements have
also been made to the hydraulic system in order to reduce cab noise for greater operator comfort.
The fuel economy package, which was previously optional, is now standard. This includes ECO mode
switches for both the loader and backhoe functions, which allows for greater fuel savings, and optimal
power and performance. The package also includes the Auto Engine Idle feature, which brings engine
RPMs down to idle when the backhoe controls are not used for a set period of time. The engine will also
shutdown if the machine idles for a set period of time. Both Auto Engine Idle and Auto Engine Shutdown
have adjustable settings to customize the timing to the operators’ style and preference. Another great
feature now made standard is the Engine Protection Shutdown mode, which turns the engine off if
engine temperature, drivetrain fluid temperature or engine oil pressure go out of normal operating range.
Several additional enhancements have been made throughout the product line, including:
•

Electrical system features that were previously optional — including a battery disconnect switch
and jumpstart terminal — have been made standard on all N Series backhoes.

•

The drivetrain has been updated for improved roading and gradeability, as well as more pushing
power under load and greater acceleration around the jobsite.

•

The machines also feature new externally adjustable Extendahoe wear pads that allow for
easier maintenance and serviceability while keeping tight tolerances, reducing strain and wear
on components.

In addition to the machine enhancements and new standard features, many brand-new factory options
are now available on all N Series backhoes:
•

A new LED light option includes four front, four rear and two sidelights that are all adjustable to
target the task at hand. These LED lights shine brighter than halogen bulbs while drawing less
power, ensuring that the operator sees what they need to while working longer hours for more
productivity and improved battery life.

•

A bolt on chaff screen attaches over the standard front grill, protecting the engine compartment
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and cooling package from finer airborne debris such as straw chaff, grass clippings, leaves or
other fine materials.
•

An 18-inch front tire offering (bias ply or radial) and heavy duty front axle option are available on
the 580N and 580 Super N models that allows for more float and cushion for a smoother ride
and greater tractive effort.

•

New bolt-on front fenders help protect the machine and operator from water, mud, dirt and
debris while traveling off-road in rough, muddy terrain.

For more information on these upgrades and the entire line of CASE N Series loaders, visit
CaseCE.com.
###
CASE Construction Equipment sells and supports a full line of construction equipment around the world,
including the No. 1 backhoe loaders, excavators, motor graders, wheel loaders, vibratory compaction
rollers, crawler dozers, skid steers, compact track loaders and rough-terrain forklifts. Through CASE
dealers, customers have access to a true professional partner with world-class equipment and
aftermarket support, industry-leading warranties and flexible financing. More information is available at
www.CaseCE.com.
CASE Construction Equipment is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed
on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa
Italiana (MI: CNHI). More information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhind.com.
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